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ties of the n-type SrTiO3/LaAlO3

interface

A. H. Reshak*ab

The thermoelectric properties of the (001) n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface were investigated by means of

the all-electron full-potential method based on the semi-classical Boltzmann theory. Calculations show

that the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface exhibits non-zero density of states at the Fermi level (EF), which

leads to unusual transport properties and enhances the electrical conductivity. The influence of the

temperature on the carrier mobility and the carrier concentration has been investigated. The calculated

carrier concentration as a function of temperature is in concordance with previous experimental and

theoretical work. At above the EF, a significant increase in the electrical conductivity occurs to reach the

maximum value 1.98 � 1020 (U m s)�1 at m � EF ¼ 0.05 eV for 300 K, confirming that the 6.5STO/1.5LAO

interface is an n-type conduction. The Seebeck coefficient has a negative sign, which confirms that the

6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type conduction in the vicinity of EF. It has been found that the power

factor is zero at low temperature, which rapidly increases to reach its maximum value 8.1 � 1011 W m�1

K�2 s�1 at 900 K. Furthermore, the transport coefficients were investigated as a function of chemical

potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600 and 900 K). We would like to highlight that our

calculated Seebeck coefficient and carrier concentration are in concordance with previous experimental

and theoretical work on 4, 5 and 6 u.c. STO/LAO interfaces. The large Seebeck coefficient is attributed

to the non-zero density of states at the EF. The increase of the Seebeck coefficient also leads to

a maximum of the power factor.
1. Introduction

Recently, it has been found that the LaAlO3 (LAO) and SrTiO3

(STO) interfaces show numerous promising applications, for
instance as quasi-two-dimensional (2D) electron transport with
high electron mobility,1 for novel devices and technology, 2D
superconductivity at low temperatures,2 electric eld-tuned
metal insulators and superconductor insulator phase transi-
tions.3 One of the notable examples is the interface between two
band insulators with the perovskite ABO3 structure, LaAlO3

(LAO), and SrTiO3 (STO).4 In the [001] direction, two different
interfaces can be formed between the polar LaAlO3, which
consists of alternating (LaO)+–(AlO2)

� layers, and the nonpolar
SrTiO3, which consists of alternating (SrO)0–(TiO2)

0 layers. These
are LaO/TiO2 stacking conguration (n-type) and AlO2/SrO
conguration (p-type).5 The conductivity occurs only at n-type
interfaces when the LaAlO3 lm thickness (nLAO) is larger than
three unit cells (u.c.).6,7 The n-type interface, in which the LAO
layer is grown on top of TiO2-terminated STO, has highly mobile
carriers, while the p-type interface, in which the LAO layer is
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grown on top of SrO-terminated STO, is totally insulating.1 The
emergence of conductivity at the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface could
be attributed to intrinsic electronic reconstruction due to the
polar discontinuity at the interface.8 This could be understood in
perovskite oxides that have a generic ABO3 structure, where A
and B are metal cations. For STO, A is Sr2+ and B is Ti4+ where AO
and BO2 planes are charge-neutral leads to make STO a non-
polar material. Whereas for LAO, A is La3+ while B is Al3+, AO
and BO2 planes have +1 and �1 charges, respectively, which
causes the material to be polar.9 At the interface of the polar and
non-polar materials, the electronic reconstruction could explain
the mechanism of electronic conduction.10

To understand the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface activity, it is
important to describe the perovskites in terms of their AO and
BO2 layering sequence. In SrTiO3 the SrO and TiO2 layers are
charge-neutral, while the charge states in the LaAlO3 are (LaO)

+

and (AlO2)
�, respectively.11 It has been reported that the AO–BO2

stacking sequence is maintained and consequently a polarity
discontinuity arises at the LaAlO3–SrTiO3 interface. Therefore,
the LaO:TiO2 interface becomes conducting, and it is suggested
that the conduction is governed by electron transfer from
LaAlO3 into the TiO2 bonds of the SrTiO3.1 The complementary
AlO2:SrO interface, with the AlO2 possibly acting as an electron
acceptor, remains insulating.1 Such conducting interfaces are
identical to 2D electron (hole) gases in semiconductors.
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 92887–92895 | 92887
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The other probability for the emergence of conductivity at
the interface is based on oxygen vacancies12–16 in the STO, which
lead to the conductivity at the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface. Oxygen
vacancies are also proposed3 to account for the observed
insulating-to-metallic transition, via a mechanism involving the
creation and annihilation of oxygen vacancies on the LAO
surface. The oxygen vacancy adds two extra electrons to the
interface to preserve charge neutrality. Adding an 1 e per unit
cell or 0.5 e per unit cell to the interface is enough to maintain
overall neutrality. Furthermore, the observed intermixing of
cations across the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface17 is another proba-
bility for the emergence of conductivity at the interface. The
orientation of the channels and their thermal behavior suggest
that LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) interface originates as a conse-
quence of the STO tetragonal domain formation, which sets in
below 105 K.18,19 The study of the domain structure conrms
that the channel-like conductivity in LAO/STO is due to the STO
tetragonal domain structure and emphasizes the importance of
STO to the interfacial properties.

Drera et al.20 reported that a set of LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO–STO)
interfaces has been probed by X-ray photoemission spectros-
copy in order to contrast and compare the effects of LAO over
layer thickness and of the growth conditions on the electronic
properties of these heterostructures. These effects are tracked
by considering the band offset and the density of Ti+3 states,
respectively. Drera et al.21 have investigated the origin of elec-
tronic states on the basis of the 2DEG found in conducting
LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfaces (5 u.c. LaAlO3) by resonant photo-
emission experiments at the Ti L2,3 and La M4,5 edges. As shown
by the resonant enhancement at the Ti L2,3 edge, electronic
states at the Fermi level receive a dominant contribution from
Ti 3d states. Both Ti and La resonance effects in the valence-
band region are used to estimate the valence-band maxima at
the two sides of the junction. Recently, Salvinelli et al.22 reported
that the layer-resolved cation occupancy for different conduct-
ing and insulating interfaces of LaAlO3 (LAO) thin lms on
SrTiO3 (STO) has been determined by angle-resolved X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. Three STO interfaces with LAO
have been considered, namely, a conducting interface with
a ve unit cell (u.c.) LAO layer, an insulating interface with a ve
u.c. LAO layer, and an insulating interface with a three u.c. LAO
layer.

Recently, Dai et al.23 have reported that an oxygen surface
adsorbates induced metal–insulator transition at the LaAlO3/
SrTiO3 interfaces. Kim and Bark24 demonstrated the capability
of growing conductive interfaces through large-scale deposi-
tion. Adhikari et al.25 reported that the electronic properties of
low dimensional systems are particularly sensitive to surface
adsorbates. Frenkel et al.26 have observed strong anisotropy in
the resistance of LAO/STO devices, that dramatically changed
across thermal cycles. Cancellieri et al.27 have reported experi-
mentally and theoretically, that the interplay of spin, charge,
orbital and lattice degrees of freedom in oxide heterostructures
results in a plethora of fascinating properties. Stephanovich
and Dugaev28 have proposed a simple theoretical analytical
model to explain the possible appearance of the metallic
conductivity in 2D-LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface. Shubhankar et al.29
92888 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 92887–92895
reported a study of modulation of spin–orbit interaction at the
LaTiO3/SrTiO3 interface by delta-doping with an iso-structural
ferromagnetic perovskite LaCoO3. They found that, the sheet
carrier density at the interface decreases exponentially with
delta-doping thickness.

The LAO/STO interface has been extensively investigated
experimentally5–7,11–13,20–39 and theoretically25,27,28,37–39 due to the
existence of two kinds of interfaces, LaO/TiO2/SrO and SrO/
AlO2/LaO. Therefore, this system has attracted a lot of
interest.1–41 To the best of knowledge of the present author,
most investigations on the electronic properties of the SrTiO3/
LaAlO3 interface have been done experimentally and theoreti-
cally,5–7,11–13,20–39 while measurements of thermoelectric power
for the SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interface are still sparse.42–44 Some liter-
ature reports the electronic properties of n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interfaces;45–49 unfortunately, none of them report the transport
properties of 6.5STO/1.5LAO. Therefore, in a step forward to
understand the origin of the conductivity in the interface of
6.5STO/1.5LAO, comprehensive theoretical investigations have
been performed based on the all-electron full-potential method
within the semi-classical Boltzmann theory as incorporated in
the BoltzTraP code50 to calculate the transport properties of the
n-type 6.5SrTiO3/1.5LaAlO3 interface, which possesses strong
density of states at EF, and thus unusual transport properties.
Simulations of the thermoelectric properties is a transition
from rst- to second-principles methods. The rst-principles
method used here is an all-electron full-potential linear
augmented plane wave (FPLAPW+lo) method, whereas the
second-principles is the BoltzTraP code,50 which solves the
semi-classical Bloch–Boltzmann transport equations within the
constant relaxation time approximation.50

2. Details of calculations

Based on the calculated electronic band structures using the all-
electron full-potential linear augmented plane wave
(FPLAPW+lo) method in a scalar relativistic version, as
embodied in the Wien2k code,51 the electronic transport prop-
erties of the n-type 6.5SrTiO3/1.5LaAlO3 interface have been
calculated, utilizing the semi-classical Boltzmann theory as
incorporated in the BoltzTraP code.50 The crystal structure of
the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is shown in Fig. 1a. A
symmetric supercell with one AlO2 layer in the middle and two
LaO layers around it as well as alternating layers of TiO2 with
SrO on both sides has been built, as shown in Fig. 1a. A feature
of the symmetry-supercell method is that no vacuum is needed
in the simulation of the supercell, making its calculation easier.
However, and because of the imposed symmetry and non-
stoichiometry of the LAO lm, this geometry does not lead in
a polar eld, meaning that a polar catastrophe can be obviated.
The nonstoichiometry of the LAO also creates xed carrier
doping; at the ionic limit, an LAO layer has a charge of +1, and
there is an additional one electron that exists in the conduction
band of LAO, which is divided evenly by the two interfaces.
Therefore, each n-type interface is doped by 1/2 electron per 2-
dimensional unit cell, enough to totally compensate for the
polar eld of LAO; thus the symmetric supercell method is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016



Fig. 1 (a) The crystal structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface. We have built a symmetric supercell with one AlO2 layer in the middle and
two LaO layers around it and alternating TiO2 with SrO layers on both sides. In this case, the supercell has two symmetric n-type interfaces and
there is no potential buildup due to symmetry. This approach automatically guarantees the doping of 1 electron in the supercell. The doped
charge accumulates at the TiO2 layers at the interface and results in a doping of 0.5 e per u.c.; (b) the electronic band structure of 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface in the vicinity of Fermi level. The electronic band structure show that the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface exhibit non-zero density of
states at EF which leads to unusual transport properties. Also we have plotted the partial density of states for Ti-dxy, Ti-dxz, Ti-dyz, Ti-dz2 and Ti-
dx2�y2 side to side with the electronic band structure. We would like to mention that the colors mean nothing just to illustrated the bands in clear
way. (c) Calculated Fermi surface along G, X,M, G, Z, R, A, Z directions, it consists of several sheets, these sheets is mainly composed of dxy, dxz and
dyz orbitals. The calculated Fermi surface show good agreement with previous work.45
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Table 1 The calculated density of states at EF, N(EF) in (state per eV per
unit cell) and the bare electronic specific heat coefficient (g) in mJ per
mol cell per K2 for the orbitals of Ti-d atoms

N(EF) g N(EF) g

Total 101.15 17.52 Ti3-d 13.24 2.29
Ti1-d 5.36 0.93 Ti3-dz2 0.02 0.00
Ti1-dz2 0.01 0.00 Ti3-dxy 2.90 0.50
Ti1-dxy 4.33 0.75 Ti3-dx2�y2 0.01 0.00
Ti1-dx2�y2 0.02 0.00 Ti3-dxz+dyz 10.31 1.79
Ti1-dxz+dyz 1.01 0.18 Ti4-d 14.80 2.56
Ti2-d 8.45 1.46 Ti4-dz2 0.01 0.00
Ti2-dz2 0.03 0.00 Ti4-dxy 1.77 0.31
Ti2-dxy 3.56 0.62 Ti4-dx2�y2 0.01 0.00
Ti2-dx2�y2 0.02 0.00 Ti4-dxz+dyz 13.03 2.26
Ti1-dxz+dyz 4.84 0.84
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comparable to researching the characteristics of the interfaces
when the LAO lm is very thick.

In the BoltzTraP code, the constant relaxation time approx-
imation and the rigid band approximation were used.50 In this
code the relaxation time is taken to be direction independent
and isotropic.50,52 To understand the electronic transport
properties of the n-type 6.5SrTiO3/1.5LaAlO3 interface, the
carrier concentration (n), Seebeck coefficient (S), electrical
conductivity (s/s), electronic thermal conductivity (ke), and
electronic power factor (S2s/s) as a function of temperature at
a certain value of chemical potential (m ¼ EF), as well as
a function of chemical potential at three constant temperatures
(300, 600 and 900 K), were investigated. It should be empha-
sized that the BoltzTraP code depends on a well-tested
smoothed Fourier interpolation to obtain an analytical expres-
sion of bands. This is based on the fact that the electrons
contributing to transport are in a narrow energy range due to
the delta-function like Fermi broadening.50 For such a narrow
energy range the relaxation time is nearly the same for the
electrons. The accuracy of this method has been well tested
earlier, and the method actually turns out to be a good
approximation.53 The formulas of the transport coefficients as
a function of temperature and chemical potential were given
elsewhere.50,54 To solve the exchange-correlation potential, the
generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA)55 was used. In
FPLAPW+lo, the unit cell is divided into two regions, the
spherical harmonic expansion is used inside the non-
overlapping spheres of the muffin-tin radius (RMT) and the
plane wave basis set was chosen in the interstitial region (IR) of
the unit cell. The RMT was chosen to be 2.5, 2.46, 1.83, 1.74 and
1.62 a.u. for La, Sr, Ti, Al, and O, respectively. The RMT � Kmax

parameter was taken to be 7.0 to determine the matrix size, RMT

is the smallest radius of the muffin-tin sphere, while Kmax is the
maximum modulus for the reciprocal lattice vectors K. The
valence wave functions inside the muffin-tin spheres were
expanded up to lmax ¼ 10, while the charge density is Fourier
expanded up to Gmax ¼ 12 (a.u)�1. Self-consistency is obtained
using 1000 k. points in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ).
The self-consistent calculations are converged, since the total
energy of the system is stable within 0.00001 Ry. The electronic
band structure calculations are performed within 3000 k.
points and the transport properties within 30 000 k. points in
the IBZ.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Salient features of the electronic band structures

To ascertain the inuence of the interface mechanism on the
transport properties, we recall the calculated electronic band
structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface. Since the area
around the Fermi level plays an important role for the carrier
transportation, the attention was concentrated on the area in
the vicinity of EF. Fig. 1b illustrates the calculated electronic
band structure above and below EF in the energy region between
�0.5 eV and +0.5 eV. Also, the partial density of states for Ti-dxy,
Ti-dxz, Ti-dyz, Ti-dz2 and Ti-dx2�y2 side by side with the electronic
band structure (Fig. 1b) have been plotted. The calculated
92890 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 92887–92895
electronic band structure and the density of states show good
agreement with previous results.56 It is clear that the interface
causes signicant inuence on the bands' locations below and
above EF, resulting in some modication in the ground state
properties. It causes the increase/reduction of the parabolic
shape of the bands in the vicinity of EF, resulting in low/high
effective mass and hence high/low mobility. Also it causes
strong hybridization between the orbitals, which may lead to
the formation of covalent bonding. Covalent bonding is more
favorable for the transport of the carriers than ionic bonding.57

The bonds can signicantly inuence the carrier's mobility and
hence the electrical conductivity.57

It has been noticed that the largest contribution to the
occupied states close to the Fermi level comes from the inter-
facial Ti ions, and the rest of the Ti atoms contribute less as
distance to the interface increases. It has also been noticed that
there is no contribution from the interfacial La ions to the
occupied states. There is one electron per n-type interface that
contributes to the two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and this
electron is spread over ve Ti layers on either side of the
interface. It has been found that for 2D electron systems in STO,
the Ti-dxy as well as Ti-dxz(dyz) bands cross the Fermi level (see
Fig. 1b). The calculated density of states at EF, N(EF) and the
bare electronic specic heat coefficient (g) for these bands are
listed in Table 1. This shows that these orbitals posses different
N(EF) and g values, and hence different contributions to the
transport properties. It is well known that the non-zero density
of states at EF leads to unusual transport properties,58 and the
bands which cross EF are responsible for the transport proper-
ties of the compound and those bands which are not crossing EF
will contribute negligibly to the transport properties.59 There-
fore, we recall the calculated Fermi surface of the 6.5STO/
1.5LAO interface60 to gain deep insight about the charge
transfer. Fig. 1c shows the calculated Fermi surface along G, X,
M, G, Z, R, A, Z directions of rst BZ. It consists of several sheets;
these sheets are mainly composed of dxy, dxz and dyz orbitals.
The calculated Fermi surface of the 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface
shows good agreement with previous work.45 The origin of the
high concentration of electronic charge carriers at the interface
between STO and LAO is still under controversial debate.3,61,62
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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The effective mass of electrons ðm*
eÞ have been calculated from

the electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface. Usually, the value of the effective mass of electrons
is estimated from the conduction band minimum curvature.
The diagonal elements of the effective mass tensor for the
electrons in the conduction band are calculated following this
equation;

1

m*
e

¼ v2EðkÞ
ħ2vk2

(1)

The effective mass of electrons is assessed by tting the
electronic band structure to a parabolic function eqn (1). The
calculated electron effective mass ratio ðm*

e=meÞ around G point
of BZ is about 0.729, 0.651, 0.520, 0.485, 0.489, 0.729, 0.630,
0.651 for Ti1-dxy, Ti2-dxy, Ti3-dxy, Ti4-dxy, Ti1-dxz+dyz, Ti2-dxz+-
dyz, Ti3-dxz+dyz and Ti4-dxz+dyz, respectively. It is clear that the
dxy bands have larger effective mass than the dxz and dyz bands,
in good agreement with previous work.56,63 This leads to
enhancement of the electrical conductivity in good agreement
with previous work.45,64
3.2. Transport properties

3.2.1. Charge carrier concentration and electrical conduc-
tivity. In this section, the inuence of charge carrier concen-
tration of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface on the transport
properties has been investigated. Usually, the temperature
difference between two materials (here 6.5STO/1.5LAO) is
responsible for producing thermoelectric voltage. To gain high
thermoelectric efficiency, it is necessary that the material
possesses high electrical conductivity, a large Seebeck coeffi-
cient and low thermal conductivity.61 Therefore, to achieve the
highest electrical conductivity, high mobility carriers are
required. The charge carrier concentration of the n-type 6.5STO/
1.5LAO as a function of the carriers' mobility is illustrated in
Fig. 2a. It has been found that the charge carriers possess the
highest mobility at the vicinity of EF. We have investigated the
inuence of the temperature on the carriers' mobility and found
that at low temperature (less than 100 K) the mobility decreases
with increasing temperature, which shows good agreement with
the experimental data.1,4,14,16,65,66 At a temperature below 300 K,
the carriers' mobility decreases with increasing temperature, in
general the trend of our calculated carriers' mobility is
comparable with the experimental data.14,16 We should
emphasize that the calculated carriers' mobility show a devia-
tion from the experimental data due to the DFT and BoltzTraP
code limitations. In this code, the constant relaxation time
approximation and the rigid band approximation were used
and the relaxation time is taken to be direction independent
and isotropic.50,52 In the temperature range between 350–450 K,
the carriers' mobility uctuated around zero, as shown in
Fig. 2b. Further, the inuence of the temperature on the
carriers' concentration has been investigated, Fig. 2c illustrates
that at low temperature (below 100 K), the carriers' concentra-
tion slightly increases with increasing temperature; then it
shows almost constant values between 100–300 K, this behavior
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
is comparable with the experimental data14,16,43 within the
limitation of the DFT and BoltzTraP code. Above 300 K, the n-
type conduction signicantly increases with increasing
temperature. It is also important to mention that the calculated
carriers' concentration as a function of temperature is in
concordance with previous experimental and theoretical work
on 4 and 6 u.c. STO/LAO interfaces.43

In Fig. 2d the electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/
1.5LAO interface in the vicinity of the Fermi level is plotted
together with the carriers' concentration at three constant
temperatures (300, 600 and 900 K). It is clear from the electronic
band structure that the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface has
parabolic bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level with different
k-dispersion. It has been found that the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface exhibits a maximum carrier concentration in the
vicinity of the Fermi level and conrmed that the material is n-
type conductions in the region where the 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface is expected to give maximum efficiency, i.e. m � EF ¼
�0.2 eV.

The electrical conductivity (s/s) of the two symmetric n-type
6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at the Fermi level (a certain chemical
potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as a function of tempera-
ture is presented in Fig. 2e. It has been found that at a xed
value of the chemical potential (m¼ EF), a rapid reduction in the
electrical conductivity occurs with increasing temperature up to
150 K. Above this temperature, s/s exhibits an almost constant
value up to 500 K, then rises again to reach 4.28� 1019 (Um s)�1

at 900 K.
To ascertain that the 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type

conduction in the region where it is expected to give
maximum efficiency, the electrical conductivity as a function of
chemical potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600 and
900 K) has been investigated. Fig. 2f illustrates the electronic
band structure of the two symmetric n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface in the vicinity of the Fermi level plotted together
with the electrical conductivity. It is clear that above EF (at the
conduction bands), a signicant increase in the electrical
conductivity occurs to reach the maximum value of about 1.98
� 1020 (U m s)�1 at m � EF ¼ 0.05 eV for 300 K, conrming that
the 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type conductions. It has
been noticed that the temperature has an insignicant inu-
ence on the electrical conductivity when we vary the chemical
potential (m � EF) between �0.2 and +0.2 eV, and 300 K is the
optimal value to achieve the highest electrical conductivity.

3.2.2. Electronic thermal conductivity. Materials with low
thermal conductivity are favorable for designing efficient ther-
moelectric devices, which are important to maintain a temper-
ature gradient. In general, the thermal conductivity (k) consists
of electronic contribution ke (electrons and holes transporting
heat) and phonon contribution kl (phonons traveling through
the lattice). The BoltzTraP code calculates only the electronic
part ke/s. Using the BoltzTraP code, the electronic thermal
conductivity of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at the Fermi
level (at a certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV)
as a function of temperature has been calculated, as shown in
Fig. 2g. It is clear that ke/s increases linearly with increasing
temperature. To ascertain that the electronic thermal
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 92887–92895 | 92891



Fig. 2 (a) The charge carriers concentration in e per u.c. (electrons (e) per unit cell (u.c.)) of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO as a function of the carriers
mobility; (b) the charge carriers mobility of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO as a function of temperature which show the influence of the temperature
on the carriers mobility; (c) the charge carriers concentration in e per u.c. of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO as a function of temperature, which
illustrated that the carriers concentration decreases with increasing the temperature and the highest carriers concentration is achieved at the
temperature range between 100–250 K. Therefore, 100–250 K is the optimal temperature range to gain the highest carriers concentration. We
should emphasize that our calculated Seebeck coefficient in concordance with the previous experimental and theoretical work of a 4 and 6 u.c.
STO/LAO interfaces, see Fig. 3 in ref. 38; (d) the electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface in the vicinity of Fermi level is
plotted together with the carriers concentration at three constant temperatures (300, 600 and 900) K; (e) the electrical conductivity (s/s) of the
n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at Fermi level (a certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as a function of temperature; (f) the
electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface in the vicinity of Fermi level plotted together with the electrical conductivity as
a function of chemical potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600 and 900) K; (g) the electronic thermal conductivity of the n-type
6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at Fermi level (a certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as a function of temperature. It is clear that ke/s
increases lineally with increasing the temperature; (h) the electronic band structure of the two symmetric n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface in the
vicinity of Fermi level is plotted together with the electronic thermal conductivity (ke/s) as a function of chemical potential at three constant
temperatures (300, 600 and 900) K, it is clear that the lowest ke/s is achieved at 300 K therefore, 300 K is the optimal temperature where the n-
type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface expected to give the highest efficiency; (i) the Seebeck coefficient of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at Fermi
level (a certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as a function of temperature. We should emphasize that our calculated Seebeck
coefficient in concordance with the previous experimental and theoretical work of a 4, 5 and 6 u.c. STO/LAO interfaces, see Fig. 3 in ref. 38 and
Fig. 2 in ref. 39; (j) the electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface in the vicinity of Fermi level is plotted together with the
Seebeck coefficient as a function of chemical potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600 and 900) K; (k) the calculated the power factor
of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at Fermi level (a certain chemical potential value m¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as a function of temperature; (l) the
electronic band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface in the vicinity of Fermi level is plotted together with the calculated the power
factor at three fixed temperatures (300, 600 and 900) K as a function of chemical potential (m � EF) between �0.2 and +0.2 eV.
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conductivity increases with the temperature, ke/s as a function
of chemical potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600
and 900 K) is shown in Fig. 2h. It is clear that the lowest ke/s is
achieved at 300 K along the whole chemical potential range (m¼
EF ¼ �0.2 eV); therefore, 300 K is the optimal temperature
where the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is expected to give the
highest efficiency.

It should be emphasized that the thermal conductivity of any
material is dependent on the motion of the free electrons and
the molecular vibrations. For metals (the present case), the
thermal conductivity is mainly a function of the motion of free
electrons, which implies that the ke contribution is dominant.
As the temperature increases, the molecular vibrations increase
(in turn increasing the mean free path of molecules). Therefore,
they obstruct the ow of free electrons, thus reducing kl. In
high-purity metals, the electron mechanism of heat transport is
much more efficient than the phonon contribution because
electrons are not as easily scattered as phonons and have higher
velocities. Furthermore, metals are extremely good conductors
92892 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 92887–92895
of heat because relatively large numbers of free electrons exist
that participate in thermal conduction. Since free electrons are
responsible for both electrical and thermal conduction in pure
metals, theoretical treatments suggest that the two conductivi-
ties should be related according to theWiedemann–Franz law (L
¼ k/sT), where s is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute
temperature, and L is a constant. The theoretical value of L, 2.44
� 10�8 UWK�2, should be independent of temperature and the
same for all metals if the heat energy is transported entirely by
free electrons.67 Consequently, it has been observed that ke

increases with increasing temperature (Fig. 2g).
3.2.3. Seebeck coefficient (thermopower). The Seebeck

coefficient (S) is an important quantity which is related to the
electronic band structure of materials. The calculated Seebeck
coefficient of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at the Fermi
level (a certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as
a function of temperature is presented in Fig. 2i. The sign of S
indicates the type of dominant charge carriers: S with a positive
sign represents the p-type materials, whereas n-type materials
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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have a negative S.50,52,54 Following Fig. 2i, it is clear that the
Seebeck coefficient has a negative sign which conrms that the
6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type conductions at Fermi level.
It has been noticed that the Seebeck coefficient exhibits
a signicant increase in the negative values with increasing
temperature. It should be emphasized that the calculated See-
beck coefficient is in concordance with previous experimental
and theoretical work on 4, 5 and 6 u.c. STO/LAO interfaces.43,44

Both experiment and theory coherently report Seebeck coeffi-
cients larger in bulk SrTiO3 than in SrTiO3/LaAlO3.

In further investigation, the Seebeck coefficient as a function
of chemical potential at three constant temperatures (300, 600
and 900 K) has been calculated. In Fig. 2j, S is illustrated along
with the electronic band structure in the energy region between
0.2 and �0.2 eV. One can see that in the vicinity of EF, the
Seebeck coefficient exhibits two pronounced structures below
EF (m � EF between 0.0 and �0.2 eV), with the highest value of
the Seebeck coefficient at 300 K (�290 and 300 mV K�1). It is
important to mention that the large Seebeck coefficient is
attributed to the non-zero density of states at EF.58,59 The
increase of the Seebeck coefficient also leads to a maximum of
the power factor.

3.2.4. Power factor. The power factor is dened as (P¼ S2s/
s), where S2 is the Seebeck coefficient's square, s the electrical
conductivity and s the relaxation time. Following this formula,
one can see that P is directly proportional to S2 and s/s.
Therefore, in order to gain a high power factor one needs to
maintain the values of S2 and s/s. It is well known that the gure
of merit is a very important quantity for calculating the trans-
port properties of materials. The dimensionless gure of merit
is written as (ZT ¼ S2sT/k),68,69 which shows that the power
factor comes in the numerator of the gure of merit. Thus, the
power factor is an important quantity and plays a principle role
in evaluating the transport properties of materials. The power
factor of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface at the Fermi level (a
certain chemical potential value m ¼ EF ¼ 0.75252 eV) as
a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 2k, has been
calculated. It has been found that the power factor is zero at low
temperature; then a rapid increase occurs when the tempera-
ture rises to reach its maximum value of about 8.1 � 1011 W
m�1 K�2 s�1 at 900 K. In order to ascertain the inuence of
varying the chemical potential on the power factor of the
6.5STO/1.5LAO interface, the power factor at three xed
temperatures (300, 600 and 900 K) as a function of chemical
potential (m� EF) between�0.2 and +0.2 eV, as shown in Fig. 2l,
has been calculated. It has been found that at 300 K the inves-
tigated material exhibits the highest power factor of about 3.31
� 1011 W m�1 K�2 s�1 at m ¼ EF ¼ 0.005 eV, 3.35 � 1011 W m�1

K�2 s�1 at m¼ EF ¼ 0.002 eV and 3.25 � 1011 Wm�1 K�2 s�1 at m
¼ EF ¼ 0.13 eV. It is interesting that all these values are situated
in the conduction bands (see Fig. 2l), conrming that the
6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type conduction. In contrast,
for 600 K and 900 K the highest P value is achieved at m¼ EF (see
Fig. 2l). This implies that the temperature has a signicant
inuence on P. Therefore, 300 K is the optimal temperature for
the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface to achieve the maximum
efficacy.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
It is important to highlight that in the previous works,70–73

the transport properties using FPLAPW method within Boltz-
TraP code on several systems whose transport properties are
known experimentally have been calculated. In those previous
calculations, very good agreement with the experimental data
has been found. Thus, we believe that the calculations reported
in this paper would produce very accurate and reliable results.

4. Conclusions

An ab initio calculation based on the all-electron full-potential
linear augmented plane wave (FPLAPW+lo) method, as
embodied in the Wien2k code, is used to obtain the electronic
band structure of the n-type 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface. The
BoltzTraP code, based on the rigid band approximation, is used
to calculate the thermoelectric properties of the n-type 6.5STO/
1.5LAO interface. The calculated electronic band structure
reveals that the 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface exhibits strong para-
bolic bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level (EF) with different k-
dispersion. The calculated carrier concentration as a function of
temperature shows good agreement with reported experimental
and theoretical work. It has been found that the 6.5STO/1.5LAO
interface exhibits a negative sign Seebeck coefficient, which
conrms that the 6.5STO/1.5LAO interface is an n-type
conduction at the Fermi level. The power factor increases with
increasing temperature to reach its maximum value of about 8.1
� 1011 W m�1 K�2 s�1 at 900 K. In order to ascertain the
inuence of varying the chemical potential on the carrier
concentration, electronic conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and
power factor, these parameters have been investigated as
a function of chemical potential at three constant temperatures
(300, 600 and 900 K). It is interesting to mention that the
calculated Seebeck coefficient and carrier concentration as
a function of temperature is in concordance with previous
experimental and theoretical work on 4, 5 and 6 u.c. STO/LAO
interfaces. It is important to mention that the large Seebeck
coefficient is attributed to the non-zero density of states at EF.
The increase of the Seebeck coefficient also leads to a maximum
of the power factor.

Important note

The standard symbol for mobility is m but here we have used the
symbol h for mobility in order to discriminate the mobility from
the chemical potential m.
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